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The notion of Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLG) captures survivability issues when a set of links of a network may fail simultaneously. The theory of survivable network design relies on basic combinatorial objects that are rather easy to compute in the classical graph models: shortest paths, minimum cuts, or pairs of disjoint paths. In the SRLG context, the optimization criterion for these objects is no longer the number of edges they use, but the number of SRLGs involved. Unfortunately, computing these combinatorial objects is NP-hard and hard to approximate with this objective in general. Nevertheless some objects can be computed in polynomial time when the SRLGs satisfy certain structural properties of locality which correspond to practical ones, namely the star property (all links affected by a given SRLG are incident to a unique node) and the span 1 property (the links affected by a given SRLG form a connected component of the network). The star property is defined in a multi-colored model where a link can be affected by several SRLGs while the span property is defined only in a mono-colored model where a link can be affected by at most one SRLG. In this paper, we extend these notions to characterize new cases in which these optimization problems can be solved in polynomial time. We also investigate the computational impact of the transformation from the multi-colored model to the mono-colored one. Experimental results are presented to validate the proposed algorithms and principles.
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1 Introduction

The motivation of this work stems from the concept of Shared Risk Link Groups (SRLG) that captures wide-spreading faults in networks. More precisely, SRLGs are sets of links that may fail simultaneously if a given event (risk) occurs. The scope of this concept is very broad. For instance, it can be a set of fiber
links of an optical backbone network that are physically buried at the same location and so that could be cut simultaneously, or cards failures arising in router nodes. It can also represent radio links in access and backhaul networks subject to environmental conditions affecting signal transmission, or traffic jam in road networks.

Optimization problems under SRLG constraints have received a large attention in the recent years. Most of the research effort was focussed on integrating SRLG constraints into classical survivability problems such as shared or dedicated protection mechanisms. Several Integer Linear Program (ILP) formulations and heuristic algorithms for survivable routing under SRLG or duct failures (a particular kind of SRLG associating all fiber links laid down in the same duct with a failure) have been proposed by Hu (2003); Guo et al. (2007); Guo and Li (2007); Todimala and Ramanurthy (2004a,b); Shen et al. (2005); Yuan et al. (2005); Urra et al. (2005); Xu et al. (2003a,b 2004); Zang et al. (2003). Stefanakos (2008) have focussed on optimizing the local and global reliability of connections, Stefanakos (2008) has considered the optimization of the average reliability of connections, and Liu and Ruan (2005) considered the problem of determining the best set of $p$-cycles.

All these studies rely on basic problems like path, cuts, or pairs of disjoint paths. But their definitions have to be revisited in the SRLG context. Indeed, the reliability of a path is measured by the number of SRLGs it contains since the failure of a single SRLG along that path is sufficient to interrupt a connection. Similarly, a cut is expressed by the number of SRLGs whose simultaneous failures disconnect the graph. All these basic problems are known to be NP-hard in general [see e.g. Yuan et al. (2005); Hu (2003); Doucette and Grover (2005); Luo and Wang (2005); Shen et al. (2005); Coudert et al. (2007); Faragó (2005); Jha et al. (2002)]. However, some problems can be solved in polynomial time when the topological structure of the SRLGs satisfy particular properties, as shown by Coudert et al. (2007); Datta and Somani (2008); Bermond et al. (2015). In particular, two notions have been introduced to characterize polynomial cases: Coudert et al. (2007) introduced the span of a SRLG, counting the number of connected components induced by this SRLG, and Luo and Wang (2005) introduced the star property, assessing whether all links impacted by a given SRLG are incident to a unique node or not. Such failure scenario corresponds to risks like the cut of a conduit containing links issued from a node, or card failures in a router node.

In this paper, we propose a deeper analysis of the impact of these topological properties on the computational complexity of optimization problems in this context. This enables us to exhibit more polynomial cases.

For that, we use the graph theoretic framework proposed in Datta and Somani (2008); Yuan et al. (2005); Faragó (2006); Doucette and Grover (2005); Luo and Wang (2005); Coudert et al. (2007). The network is modeled by an undirected graph and each SRLG is modeled by a color assigned to some of the edges of this graph. Such a model is called a multi-colored graph since several colors may be assigned to a given edge, if the corresponding link of the network is subject to several SRLGs. The specific case where each edge is assigned a unique color (that is, each link belongs to only one SRLG) is strictly equivalent to the Labeled Graph model considered by Chang and Leu (1997); Wan et al. (2002); Cerulli et al. (2006a,b, 2005); Hassan et al. (2007a,b); Jiang et al. (2004); Jha et al. (2002); Carrabs et al. (2009); Couëtoux et al. (2010); Tang and Zhang (2012); Zhang et al. (2011). The term label is used in these papers instead of color, which was prefered in the context of SRLGs, hence the two equivalent terminologies of labeled and colored graphs.

**Our results** In this paper, we establish the following results:

- The minimum colored path and the minimum colored cut problems can be solved in time $2^k \cdot n^{O(1)}$.
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in colored graphs, where \( k \) is the number of colors with span larger than one (colors inducing more than one connected component).

- The problem of determining two color disjoint paths is NP-hard in colored graphs as soon as one color has span larger than one.
- The minimum colored path problem can be solved in time \( 2^k \cdot n^{O(1)} \) in multi-colored graphs with \( k \) non-star colors.
- The minimum colored cut problem is NP-hard in multi-colored graphs with the star property.
- There is an algorithm deciding if a multi-colored graph can be transformed into a colored graph with at most \( k \) colors of span more than one in time \( 3^k \cdot n^{O(1)} \). However, the problem of maximizing the number of colors of span one in the transformation is NP-hard.

Organization of the paper. We first present in Section 2 the network model and the optimization problems studied in this paper. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we prove our results mentioned above. Section 6 is devoted to an experimental assessment of the algorithms and principles presented in this paper. In particular, we show that the exact transformation algorithm proposed in Section 5 is fast in practice. Furthermore, our experiments show that the algorithms proposed for minimum colored path and cut problems are competitive with respect to other exact methods.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we fix the notations that will be used throughout this paper. We also present formally the models and the optimization problems under investigation.

2.1 Notation and definitions

The network is modeled by an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V \) is the set of vertices (one vertex per node of the network) and \( E \) is the set of edges (one edge per link of the network). As said in the introduction, we model a SRLG by a color, and we will abuse the notations denoting \( C \) both the set of all colors and the coloring function associating an edge with the colors (SRLGs) it belongs to. So we denote by:

- \( C \) : set of colors (set of SRLGs).
- \( C(e) \) : set of colors assigned to edge \( e \).
- \( E(c) \) : set of edges colored with color \( c \in C \) (set of links sharing risk \( c \)).

The formal definition of a (multi-)colored graph is as follows.

Definition 1 (Multi-colored graph). A multi-colored graph is a pair \((G, C)\), where \( G = (V, E) \) is an undirected graph and \( C \) is a coloring of \( E \).

In the specific case where each edge has at most one color (each link is subject to a unique risk of failure), we will use the terminology of mono-colored graph which is equivalent to that of labeled graphs.

Definition 2 (Mono-colored graph). A mono-colored graph is a pair \((G, C)\) where each edge has at most one color.
We will say that a color \( c \) is \textit{incident} to a vertex \( u \) if that color is assigned to an edge incident to vertex \( u \), and we say that two colors are \textit{adjacent} if they are incident to the same vertex. The \textit{colored degree} of a given vertex \( u \), denoted \( \delta_{\text{col}}(u) \), is its number of incident colors. The \textit{maximum colored degree} of a (multi-)colored graph \((G, C)\) is \( \Delta_{\text{col}}(G) = \max_{u \in V} \delta_{\text{col}}(u) \).

Clearly, a multi-colored graph can be transformed into a mono-colored graph (replacing each edge \( e \) with a path \( P \) of length \( |C(e)| \) and mapping the colors to the edges of \( P \)), and conversely. However, as will be explained in Section 5, such transformations may change drastically the computational complexity of the optimization problems.

2.2 Optimization problems

We now present the optimization problems studied in this paper.

2.2.1 Minimum colored \textit{st}-path, MC-\textit{st}-Path

As already said, in the SRLG context the reliability of a link is measured by the SRLGs it belongs to, that is the number of colors associated to the edge representing the link. For example, in Fig. 1 edge \((u, v)\) is subject to both risks \( c_3 \) and \( c_5 \). By extension, one can define a colored \textit{st}-path as follows.

\textbf{Definition 3 (Colored \textit{st}-path).} A colored \textit{st}-path in a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\), is a path \( P \) between \( s \) and \( t \) in \( G \). Its \textit{cost} is the number of colors appearing in the path, that is \( |\cup_{e \in P} C(e)| \).

Finding the most reliable path from vertex \( s \) to vertex \( t \) corresponds to finding the colored \textit{st}-path of minimum cost.

\textbf{Problem 1 (MC-\textit{st}-Path).} Given a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\) and two vertices \( s \) and \( t \) in \( G \), the minimum-colored \textit{st}-path problem consists in finding a colored \textit{st}-path \( P \) with minimum cost.

In Fig. 1 we observe that the colored \textit{st}-paths \((s, w, x, t)\) and \((s, u, v, t)\) have both 3 edges and 3 colors, and the colored \textit{st}-path \((s, y, w, x, v, t)\) has 5 edges and only 2 colors. This shows that a shortest path in terms of colors is different from a shortest path in terms of edges. Furthermore, we observe that the path from \( s \) to \( w \) followed by the minimum colored \textit{st}-path is \((s, y, w)\) and has 2 colors, while the minimum colored \textit{sw}-path is the edge \((s, w)\) with color \( c_3 \). This shows that in a multi-colored graph, the sub-path of a (color wise) shortest path is not a (color wise) shortest path itself, while this property is fundamental in (hop wise) shortest paths algorithms. It is therefore not surprrizing that the MC-\textit{st}-Path problem has been proved NP-hard by [Shen et al. (2005); Broersma et al. (2005)] and hard to approximate by [Coudert et al. (2007); Hassin et al. (2007b)].
2.2.2 Minimum colored \(st\)-cut, MC-\(st\)-Cut and MC-Cut

A link of the network may be broken by the failure of one of the SRLGs it belongs to. In the example of Fig. 1, any of the risks \(e_3\) and \(e_5\) is sufficient to break link \((u, v)\). A colored \(st\)-cut is therefore defined as follows.

**Definition 4** (Colored \(st\)-cut). A colored \(st\)-cut in a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\) is a set \(S \subseteq C\) of colors such that \(s\) and \(t\) are in distinct connected components of \(G \setminus S\), where \(S = \bigcup_{c \in C} E(c)\).

Finding the weakness of the network between vertices \(s\) and \(t\) hence corresponds to finding the colored \(st\)-cut which contains the minimum number of SRLGs.

**Problem 2** (MC-\(st\)-Cut). Given a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\) and two vertices \(s\) and \(t\), the MC-\(st\)-Cut problem consists in finding a colored \(st\)-cut \(C\) such that \(|C|\) is minimized.

In Fig. 1 the set of colors \(\{e_1, e_4\}\) constitute a MC-\(st\)-Cut although it has 5 edges, and the set \(\{e_1, e_3\}\) is a MC-\(st\)-Cut with only 3 edges. The MC-\(st\)-Cut problem has been proved NP-complete and hard to approximate in general by Coudert et al. (2007); Zhang et al. (2011); Tang and Zhang (2012); Jha et al. (2002); Zhang (2014).

The reliability of a network is associated with its minimum cut. So we have:

**Definition 5** (Colored cut). A colored cut in a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\) is a set \(C \subseteq C\) of colors such that \(G \setminus S\), with \(S = \bigcup_{c \in C} E(c)\), has at least two connected components.


In other words, a MC-Cut is the minimum MC-\(st\)-Cut over all pairs of vertices \(s, t\). In Fig. 1 color \(e_3\) is a MC-Cut since it disconnects vertex \(u\) from the rest of the graph. The MC-Cut problem is NP-complete in general in multi-colored graphs, as shown by Farago (2006). However, the complexity of the problem in colored graphs is still an open question. Yet, polynomial-time solvable cases have recently been identified by Zhang (2014). More precisely, the MC-Cut problem can be solved in polynomial time when the graph has bounded treewidth, or is planar, or the maximum number of edges with the same color is bounded by a constant \(f_{\text{max}}\) (e.g., \(\max_{e \in C} E(c) \leq f_{\text{max}}\)).

2.2.3 Color disjoint paths problem, CDP

The most common mechanism to protect a connection against any single failure is to assign to it a protection path that is disjoint from its working path. The diverse routing problem is thus to determine (at least) two disjoint \(st\)-paths [see e.g., Suurballe and Tarjan (1984)]. In the SRLG context, the working and protection paths must not only be edge disjoint, but also SRLG disjoint. For stronger survivability requirement (i.e., protection against multiple simultaneous failure events), more than two SRLG disjoint paths may be required. It is thus important to determine the maximum number of diversely routed colored \(st\)-paths. More formally, we have:

**Definition 6** (Color disjoint \(st\)-paths). In a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\), \(k\) colored \(st\)-paths \(P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_k\) are color disjoint if \(\bigcap_{e \in P_i} C(e) \cap \bigcap_{e \in P_j} C(e) = \emptyset\) for all \(1 \leq i < j \leq k\).

**Problem 4** (\(k\)-CDP). Given a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\), and two vertices \(s\) and \(t\), do there exist \(k\) color disjoint \(st\)-paths?

**Problem 5** (Max diverse colored \(st\)-path). Given a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\), and two vertices \(s\) and \(t\), find the maximum number \(k\) of color disjoint \(st\)-paths.
Problem 4 has first been proved NP-complete for $k \geq 2$ by Hu (2003) and later by Yuan et al. (2005). Problem 5 has also been proved NP-complete by Hu (2003).

Notice that in the SRLG context, the max flow - min cut relation (i.e., the maximum number of edge disjoint $st$-paths equals the minimum $st$-cut) does not hold. To see that, take a graph with two vertices $s$ and $t$ and three parallel edges $e_1, e_2$, and $e_3$, respectively colored with $\{c_1, c_2\}$, $\{c_1, c_3\}$, and $\{c_2, c_3\}$. The MC-$st$-Cut of this graph has two colors (e.g., $c_1$ and $c_2$), but it is not possible to find two color disjoint $st$-paths.

3 Span in mono-colored graphs

In this section, we concentrate on optimization problems in mono-colored graphs (an edge has a unique color or SRLG). In this context, an important notion for studying the complexity of colored problems is the span of a color. This notion, introduced by Coudert et al. (2007), allows the characterization of cases in which optimization problems in mono-colored graphs can be solved in polynomial time.

**Definition 7** (Span of a color). In a mono-colored graph $(G, C)$, the span of color $c \in C$, denoted $\text{span}(c)$, is the number of connected components induced by the edges with color $c$.

For example in Fig. 2 we have $\text{span}(c_1) = 2$ and $\text{span}(c_2) = 1$.

A thorough analysis of the complexity and hardness of the problems presented in Section 2.2 with respect to the maximum value of the span of the colors, that is $\max_{c \in C} \text{span}(c)$, has been conducted by Coudert et al. (2007). In particular, it has been proved that the MC-$st$-Path, MC-$st$-Cut, MC-Cut, and 2-CDP problems can be solved in polynomial time in colored graphs in which all colors have span 1. However, except may be for the MC-Cut problem which is still open, all these problems are NP-hard and difficult to approximate when the maximum span of the colors is bounded by a constant $k > 1$, and become even harder to approximate when there is no assumption on the maximum span of the colors.

In this section, we consider the number of colors of span greater than 1 instead of the maximum value of the span of the colors. This allows us to prove that the MC-$st$-Path, MC-$st$-Cut, and MC-Cut problems can be solved in polynomial time when the number of colors of span $> 1$ is bounded by a constant. Concerning the color disjoint paths problem, we strengthen previous hardness results, proving that the 2-CDP problem is NP-hard when exactly one color has span $> 1$.

3.1 MC-$st$-Path and MC-$st$-Cut

**Theorem 1.** The MC-$st$-Path problem (Problem 1) can be solved in time $2^k n^{O(1)}$ in mono-colored graphs with $k$ colors of span greater than 1.
Proving the statement given by Coudert et al. (2007) that the MC-st-Path problem can be solved in polynomial time in colored graphs when all colors have span one assumes that all edges have a color. The proof builds an auxiliary graph $H_{st}$ with one vertex per color and an edge between two vertices if the corresponding colors are incident in $(G, C)$. It also adds vertices $s$ and $t$ and edges between $s$ (resp., $t$) and vertices associated with colors incident to $s$ (resp., $t$) in $(G, C)$. Then, it deduces a minimum colored $st$-path $P_\gamma$ in $(G, C)$ from a shortest $st$-path $P$ in $H_{st}$. In fact, $P_\gamma$ is a $st$-path in the subgraph of $G$ induced by the colors associated with the vertices of $P$.

We can extend the proof of Coudert et al. (2007) to the case where some edges of $(G, C)$ have no color (the creation and usefulness of colorless edges will be explained in the remainder of the proof) as follows.

We build an instance $(G, C')$ where $C'$ contains all colors in $C$ plus one new color per non-colored edge in $(G, C)$. Then, we build the auxiliary graph $H_{st}'$ of $(G, C')$, assign weight 1 to vertices of $H_{st}'$ associated with colors in $C$ and weight 0 to the other vertices, compute a minimum cost $st$-path $P'$ in $H_{st}'$, and deduce a minimum colored $st$-path $P_\gamma'$ in $(G, C')$ as previously. Obviously, $P_\gamma'$ has as few vertices associated with colors in $C$ as possible, otherwise contradicting the fact that it is a shortest $st$-path in $H_{st}'$. Consequently, a minimum colored $st$-path $P_\gamma$ in $(G, C)$ has the same set of edges as $P_\gamma'$ and for cost the number of vertices of $P'$ that are associated with colors in $C'$.

Now, we proceed by enumerating over all colored graphs $(G^i, C_{=1})$, where $C_{=1}$ is the set of colors of span one, $C_{>1} \subseteq C$ is the set of colors of span greater than 1, $\{C_{>1}, 0 \leq i \leq 2^{|C_{>1}|} - 1\}$ is the set of subsets of $C_{>1}$ (i.e., $C_{>1} = \emptyset$, and $C_{>1}^{2^{|C_{>1}|} - 1} = C_{>1}$), and $G^i = (V, E^i)$ is the subgraph of $G$ in which all edges colored with colors in $C_{>1} \setminus C_{>1}^{i}$ are removed. In other words, we ensure that the computed paths do not use any color from the set $C_{>1} \setminus C_{>1}^{i}$. So, $(G^i, C_{=1})$ is a colored graph where some edges have no color: the edges with a color in $C_{>1}^{i}$ in $(G, C)$. We then compute a minimum colored $st$-path $P_{=1}^i$ in $(G^i, C_{=1})$ and deduce the colored $st$-path $P^i$ in $(G, C_{=1} \cup C_{>1}^{i})$ with cost $\text{cost}(P^i) = \text{cost}(P_{=1}^i) + |C_{>1}^{i}|$. In other words, we assume that $P^i$ uses all colors in $C_{>1}^{i}$ even though it is not necessary. If there is no $st$-path $P_{=1}^i$ in $(G^i, C_{=1})$, we set $\text{cost}(P^i) = +\infty$.

We claim that the path $P$ with minimum cost over all paths $P^i$ is a minimum colored $st$-path in $(G, C)$. Firstly, since we enumerate over all colored graphs $(G^i, C_{=1})$, at least one of them results in a path $P^i$ with non infinite cost (in the worse case $(G^{2^{|C_{>1}|} - 1}, C_{=1})$), and so we have a valid colored $st$-path. Now, consider a minimum colored $st$-path $P$ of $(G, C)$ with cost $\gamma$ and suppose it uses the colors of some set $C_{>1}^{i}$. The corresponding path $P_{=1}^i$ in $(G^i, C_{=1})$ is a minimum colored $st$-path with cost $w = \gamma - |C_{>1}^{i}|$. Indeed, suppose there exists a path with cost $w' < w$ in $(G^i, C_{=1})$, then the corresponding path in $(G, C)$ will have weight $w' + |C_{>1}^{i}| < \gamma$, a contradiction.

Summarizing, the minimum colored $st$-path $P$ in $(G, C)$ is associated with a minimum colored $st$-path $P^i$ of some $(G^i, C_{=1} \cup C_{>1}^{i})$, and so with a minimum colored $st$-path $P_{=1}^i$ in $(G^i, C_{=1})$. The construction of $(G^i, C_{=1})$ can be done in polynomial time, the computation of $P^i$ can also be done in polynomial time, and there are $2^{|C_{>1}|}$ graphs $(G^i, C_{=1})$. When $|C_{>1}|$ is bounded by a constant $k$, the overall computation time is $2^k n^{O(1)}$.

In the example of Fig. 2, we have $C_{>1} = \{c_1\}$. Also, there is no $st$-path from $s$ to $t$ in $(G^0, C_{=1})$, or said equivalently, the minimum cost is $+\infty$. In $(G^1, C_{=1})$, the minimum cost $st$-path $P_{=1}^1$ is $s, x, v, t$ of cost 1 to which we associate the path $s, x, v, t$ in $(G, C)$ of minimum cost $1 + 1 = 2$ and using colors $c_1$ and $c_4$.

**Theorem 2.** The MC-st-Cut problem (Problem 2) can be solved in time $2^k n^{O(1)}$ in mono-colored graphs.
with $k$ colors of span greater than 1.

**Proof:** The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 except that instead of computing a path in $(G^i, C=1)$, we compute a minimum colored $st$-cut. So, we simply need to extend the proof of Coudert et al. (2007) in order to compute a minimum colored $st$-cut in a colored graph in which some edges have no color, which is done computing a minimum weighted vertex $st$-cut in the auxiliary graph build in the proof of Coudert et al. (2007) instead of a minimum vertex $st$-cut.

Remark that the cost of a cut is independent of the span (number of connected components) of the colors. The same observation holds for MC-$st$-Path and MC-Cut.

In the example of Fig. 2 we compute the minimum colored $st$-cuts $S_{s,t}^0$ and $S_{s,t}^1$ respectively in $(G^0, C=1)$ and $(G^1, C=1)$ to determine the MC-$st$-Cut. $S_{s,t}^0$ has cost $+\infty$ since $s$ and $t$ are disconnected when removing edges with color $c_1$, and so $S_{s,t}^0 = S_{s,t}^0 \cup \{c_1\}$ has also cost $+\infty$. $S_{s,t}^1$ has cost 0 since the edges in $E(c_1)$ have no color in $(G^1, C=1)$, and so $S_{s,t}^1 = \{c_1\}$ has cost 1. The MC-$st$-Cut is induced by color $c_1$.

**Corollary 1.** The MC-Cut problem (Problem 3) can be solved in time $2^k n^{O(1)}$ in mono-colored graphs with $k$ colors of span greater than 1.

**Proof:** The MC-Cut is the minimum over all pairs of vertices $\{s, t\}$ of the MC-$st$-Cut.

### 3.2 Color Disjoint Paths

The 2-CDP problem can be solved in polynomial time in colored graphs in which all colors have span 1, as shown by Datta and Somani (2008), Coudert et al. (2007). However, as soon as one color has span > 1, the 2-CDP problem is NP-hard.

**Theorem 3.** There is a polynomial time reduction from 3SAT to the 2-CDP problem (Problem 4 for $k = 2$) in mono-colored graphs with exactly one color of span > 1. Consequently, finding two color disjoint paths in such a colored graph is NP-hard.
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**Proof:** Consider an instance of 3SAT with \( n \) variables \( x_i, 1 \leq i \leq n \), and \( m \) clauses \( C_j, 1 \leq j \leq m \), each being a disjunction of at most three literals. The 3SAT problem consists in finding a truth assignment satisfying the \( m \) clauses.

From this instance we construct an instance of the 2-CDP problem as follows. Let us first define the color set \( C \). It contains a color \( c_1 \), which will be the only one of span \( > 1 \) and two colors, \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) and \( \lambda_{kj}^i \), for each pair of clauses \( (C_j, C_k) \) such that \( x_i \) belongs to \( C_j \) and \( \overline{C}_i \) belongs to \( C_k \). We will add some other colors later to complete the construction.

The mono-colored graph \((G, C)\) is divided into two parts, each one connecting the vertices \( s \) and \( t \) of \( G \). The first part represents the clauses and is thus divided into \( m \) sections delimited by \( m + 1 \) vertices \( u_1 = s, u_2, \ldots, u_{m+1} = t \). For each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) and for each literal \( x_i \) (resp. \( \overline{x}_i \)) belonging to \( C_j \), there is a path connecting \( u_j \) to \( u_{j+1} \) containing one edge of each color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) (resp. \( \lambda_{kj}^i \)) such that \( C_k \) contains \( \overline{x}_i \) (resp. \( x_i \)). We insert an edge of color \( c_1 \) at the beginning and end of each \( u_j u_{j+1} \)-paths, and between the consecutive edges of each color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) (resp. \( \lambda_{kj}^i \)) such that \( C_k \) contains \( \overline{x}_i \) (resp. \( x_i \)), as shown on Fig. 3.

The second part of the graph is a kind of path composed of an alternating succession of simple and multiple edges. This path is long enough to contain a multiple edge for each pair of clauses \( (C_j, C_k) \) such that \( x_i \) belongs to \( C_j \) and \( \overline{C}_i \) belongs to \( C_k \), for each variable \( x_i \). Such a multiple edge consists of two parallel edges of colors respectively \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) and \( \lambda_{kj}^i \). The simple edges have all a distinct and new color reduced to one edge, and the path begins with a simple edge with color denoted \( c_1 \) and ends with a simple edge with color denoted \( c_1 \).

The two parts are connected in \( s \) and \( t \) but also through each color of the \( \lambda^i \) kind as follows. Indeed, note that till now each of these colors has span \( 2 \) with exactly one edge in the first part of the graph and one edge in the second. Since we want \( c_1 \) to be the only color of span \( > 1 \), these colors have to be of span \( 1 \): we add an edge of color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) between one extremity of the first occurrence of the color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) and one extremity of its second occurrence. In the following we refer to such edges as *crossing edges*.

Before proving the equivalence in term of positiveness of the two instances, let us show that if there are two color disjoint paths in the colored graph \((G, C)\), then one of them belongs entirely to the first part of the graph and the other to the second part. The first remark is that \( s \) and \( t \) both have colored degree two with several edges of color \( c_1 \) in the first part and one edge in the second part of the graph with a color different from \( c_1 \). Thus if there are two color disjoint \( st \)-paths, there is necessarily one (the first path) that begins and ends with color \( c_1 \) in the first part of the graph, and an other one (the second path) which begins with the edge of color \( c_1 \) and ends with the edge of color \( c_1 \) in the second part. Then, since the first path has to use color \( c_1 \) and since each edge of the \( \lambda^i \) color kind is inserted between two edges of color \( c_1 \), the second path cannot use any crossing edge in order to go on in the first part as it will use as next edge one of color \( c_1 \) which is forbidden. Consequently, according to the topology of the second part, the second path has to use all the simple edges of the second part of the graph and exactly one color from each pair \((\lambda_{jk}^i, \lambda_{kj}^i)\). This also implies that the first path cannot use any crossing edge because then it has to use either a simple edge of the second part or an other crossing edge of color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \) associated with the color \( \lambda_{kj}^i \) of the crossing edge it has used to come in the second part. Note that there is only one crossing edge of a given color \( \lambda_{jk}^i \). So, to go from one part of the graph to the other and back, two distinct \( \lambda \) kind colors are necessarily used.

Therefore, we have established that if two color disjoint \( st \)-paths exist in the graph we have constructed, one of them is contained in the first part of the graph, and the other in the second part. We now need to
prove that if there are two color disjoint \(st\)-paths in the graph, there is a truth assignment satisfying all clauses of the instance of 3SAT.

Assume that the first path uses the subpath corresponding to literal \(x_i\) (resp. \(\overline{x_i}\)) between \(u_j\) and \(u_{j+1}\). Then it uses all the color \(\lambda_{jk}^i\) (resp. \(\lambda_{kj}^i\)) such that \(x_i\) (resp. \(\overline{x_i}\)) belongs to \(C_j\) and \(\overline{x_i}\) (resp. \(x_i\)) belongs to \(C_k\). This implies that the second path has to use all the color \(\lambda_{jk}^i\) (resp. \(\lambda_{kj}^i\)) to reach \(t\) and be color disjoint from the first path. Consequently, the first path cannot use these last colors and thus cannot use the subpath corresponding to \(\overline{x_i}\) (resp. \(x_i\)) between \(u_k\) and \(u_{k+1}\) for all the \(k\) concerned.

Therefore, when there are two color disjoint \(st\)-paths in the graph we can deduce a truth assignment by setting to true any literal corresponding to a subpath used by the first path between \(s\) and \(t\). From the preceding paragraph we are sure that no variable can be assigned to true (literal \(x_i\) true) and false (literal \(\overline{x_i}\) true) at the same time. In addition, since the first path has to go through every section representing a clause, at least one literal per clause is set to true, which means that all the clauses are satisfied. If some variables are not assigned any value, then they are not necessary to satisfy any clause, and we can assign them any value without changing the answer to the 3SAT instance. Consequently, if there are two color disjoint \(st\)-paths connecting \(s\) and \(t\), there is a truth assignment satisfying all the clauses of the 3SAT instance.

We now only need to prove that when there is a truth assignment satisfying all the clauses of the 3SAT instance, there are also two color disjoint \(st\)-paths connecting \(s\) and \(t\). So we consider a truth assignment satisfying the instance of 3SAT. We define the first path to be composed of all the subpaths associated with literal set to true by this assignment. Since the assignment satisfies all clauses, the path connects \(s\) and \(t\). In addition, by construction of the graph, the first path can use only one color from each pair \((\lambda_{jk}^i, \lambda_{kj}^i)\), the other color of each pair is then available for the second path which thus exists and that concludes the proof.

**Corollary 2.** The \(k\)-CDP (Problem 4) and max diverse colored \(st\)-path (Problem 5) problems are NP-hard in colored graphs with at least one color of span > 1.

### 4 Star property

We now consider the case where all the links affected by a risk share an end-vertex. Such failure scenario corresponds to risks like the cut of a conduit containing links issued from a node, or card failures in a router node. It leads to optimization problems in multi-colored graphs with a peculiar property called the **star property**, introduced by Luo and Wang (2005). In this section we show how to exploit this locality property to solve some problems in polynomial time.

**Definition 8** (Star color). In a multi-colored graph \((G, C)\), a color \(c \in C\) is called a star color if all edges of \(E(c)\) are incident to the same vertex, called the center of the color (i.e., they form a star). When \(|E(c)| = 1\), one can choose any of the end-vertices of edge \(e \in E(c)\) as the center of color \(c\). Other colors are called non star colors.

**Definition 9** (Star property). A multi-colored graph has the star property if it has only star colors.

The multi-colored graph of Fig. 4(a) has the star property, which is not the case for the example of Fig. 1 where colors \(c_1, c_2,\) and \(c_4\) are not stars.

Notice that the star property in mono-colored graphs implies that all colors have span 1, but the converse is false (see Section 5).
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We use an auxiliary multi-colored graph

Proof:

It has been claimed by Luo and Wang (2005) that the 2-CDP problem can be solved in polynomial time in multi-colored graphs with the star property. However, it has later been proved by Bermond et al. (2015) that in fact the 2-CDP problem is NP-Hard in this context. We now show that the star property can be exploited to construct an auxiliary multi-colored graph in which shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra can be used without any modification as explained after.

Theorem 4. The MC-st-Path problem can be solved in polynomial time in multi-colored graphs with the star property.

Proof: We use an auxiliary multi-colored graph \((G_{st}, C_{st})\) that depends on the vertices \(s\) and \(t\) needing to be connected by a minimum color path in the initial multi-colored graph \((G, C)\). Each \(st\)-path in the auxiliary graph \(G_{st}\) corresponds to an \(st\)-path of \(G\) of the same cost. This auxiliary graph is constructed as follows. We assume here that all colors have a center, even if they appear on a single edge of \(G\) in which case we can choose as center one of its end-vertices. We associate with each edge \(\{u, v\}\) of \(G\) a vertex \(\langle uv \rangle\) in \(G_{st}\), and there is an edge \(\{\langle uv \rangle, \langle vw \rangle\}\) in \(G_{st}\) if \(G\) has both edges \(\{u, v\}\) and \(\{v, w\}\). Then we assign color \(c \in C\) to edge \(\{\langle uv \rangle, \langle vw \rangle\}\) if \(c \in C(\{u, v\}) \cup C(\{v, w\})\) is centered in \(v\). Next, we add vertex \(s\) to \(G_{st}\), edges between \(s\) and \(\langle su \rangle\) for all neighbors \(u\) of \(s\) in \(G\), and we assign color \(c\) to edge \(\{s, \langle su \rangle\}\) if \(c \in C(\{s, u\})\) is centered in \(s\). We also add a vertex \(t\) to \(G_{st}\), edges between \(t\) and \(\langle tu \rangle\) for all neighbors \(u\) of \(t\) in \(G\), and we assign color \(c\) to edge \(\{t, \langle tu \rangle\}\) if \(c \in C(\{t, u\})\) is centered in \(t\). Finally, we set the weight of edge \(e\) in \(G_{st}\) to \(|C_{st}(e)|\) (edges such that \(C_{st}(e) = \emptyset\) have weight 0).

The next step is to prove that Dijkstra’s algorithm computes an optimal colored \(st\)-path in \(G_{st}\). To do so, observe that there exists a shortest path which does not use two edges of the form \(\{\langle uv \rangle, \langle vw \rangle\}\) and \(\{\langle vw \rangle, \langle vz \rangle\}\) (i.e., three vertices with a common symbol \(v\)). Indeed, by construction the edge costs satisfy the triangular inequality (colors of \(\{u, v\}\) and \(\{v, x\}\) centered in \(v\) appear either on \(\{\langle uv \rangle, \langle vw \rangle\}\) or on \(\{\langle vw \rangle, \langle vx \rangle\}\)). Therefore, a path given by the algorithm uses at most one edge containing a given color, and so the cost of a shortest path in \(G_{st}\) is exactly the number of colors used by the corresponding path in \((G, C)\) by construction.

In the example of Fig. 4, the path \(\langle su \rangle, \langle uv \rangle, \langle tv \rangle\), \(t\) is a shortest path in \(G_{st}\) between \(s\) and \(t\) and it has cost 6. We deduce that the MC-st-Path uses in \((G, C)\) the 6 colors \(c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4, c_{15}, c_{16}\) and follows the path \(s, u, v, t\).
The complexity of the MC-st-Cut and MC-Cut problems have not yet been formally investigated with the star property. However, it happens that the multi-colored graphs constructed in the NP-completeness proofs of the MC-Cut and MC-st-Cut problems given by [Faragó (2006)] and [Coudert et al. (2007)] have the star property. More precisely, using these results we get:

**Theorem 5.** The MC-Cut problem (Problem 3) is NP-hard in multi-colored graphs with the star property. Furthermore, unless $NP \subseteq TIME(n^{O(\log \log n)})$, it is hard to approximate within a factor $(1 - \varepsilon) \ln m$, $\forall \varepsilon > 0$, where $m$ is the number of edges of the multi-colored graph.

**Theorem 6.** The MC-st-Cut problem (Problem 2) is NP-hard in multi-colored graphs with the star property. Furthermore, unless $P = NP$, it is hard to approximate within a factor $2^{\log^{1-\delta}|C|^{1/2}}$, where $C$ is the set of colors and $\delta = (\log \log |C|^{1/2})^{-\varepsilon}$ for all $\varepsilon < \frac{1}{2}$.

### 4.2 Graphs with a bounded number of non star colors

**Theorem 7.** The MC-st-Path problem (Problem 1) can be solved in time $2^k n^{O(1)}$ in multi-colored graphs with $k$ non star colors.

**Proof:** We use a similar auxiliary multi-colored graph as in the proof of Theorem 4. Let $\mathcal{N}S \subseteq \mathcal{C}$ be the set of non star colors of $G$ and let $k = |\mathcal{N}S|$. For each color $c \in \mathcal{N}S$ and for each edge $\{u, v\}$ of $G$ such that $c \in \mathcal{C}(\{u, v\})$, we arbitrarily set the center of $c$ on edge $\{u, v\}$ to either $u$ or $v$. Then, in the construction of $G_{st}$, edge $\langle uv \rangle, \langle vw \rangle$ is assigned the colors of $\mathcal{C}(\{u, v\}) \cup \mathcal{C}(\{v, w\})$ that are centered in $v$.

Now, for each subset $S$ of the $2^k$ subsets of $\mathcal{N}S$ we construct a new graph $G_S$ from $G_{st}$ as follows. All the edges containing the non star colors of $\mathcal{N}S \setminus S$ are removed and the cost of the colors belonging to $S$ is set to zero when computing the integer cost of an edge, unlike other remaining colors whose cost is 1 on each edge where they appear. Then a shortest path is computed in $G_S$. We add $|S|$ to the cost of the obtained path to account for the colors from $S$ whose cost was null and which have thus potentially been used freely by the path.

Note that only a subset of $S$ might have been actually used by the path and thus the cost that we associate with the path is not necessarily its actual number of colors. However, since we consider all subsets of non star colors, and then finally keep as solution the shortest path among all the computed ones, it is of no consequence. The same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4 permits to check that the obtained path is optimal.

To conclude, this solving method consists in computing a classical shortest path $2^k$ times, where $k = |\mathcal{N}S|$, on a graph obtained in polynomial time from the initial graph. Therefore the time complexity of the algorithm is $2^k n^{O(1)}$.

### 5 Transformations

In the previous sections, we have seen that some problems can be solved in polynomial time in either multi-colored graph with the star property or in mono-colored graphs with colors of span 1. In this section we present the basic transformations from one of these representations to the other. The objective of these transformations is to use the best combination of representations and algorithms to solve a given problem.
Fig. 5: A multi-colored graph (Fig. 5(a)) and two possible Associated Colored Graphs. The mono-colored graph of Fig. 5(b) has span 1 and the star property.

5.1 Associated colored graph

Definition 10 (AND transformation and Associated Colored Graph). An AND transformation consists in replacing each edge \( e = \{u, v\} \) of the multi-colored graph (a multi-colored edge) by a subpath of length \( k = |C(e)| \), \( P_e = \{e_i = (u_i, u_{i+1})\}, 0 \leq i \leq k \), with \( u_0 = u \) and \( u_k = v \), and then mapping the \( k \) colors of \( C(e) \) on the \( k \) edges of \( P_e \). The resulting graph is mono-colored and called the Associated Colored Graph obtained by the AND transformation.

The AND transformation corresponds to the natural interpretation of the colors as SRLGs: the failure of a single SRLG is sufficient to break a link. Since the mapping of colors to the edges is arbitrary, a multi-colored graph has several distinct Associated Colored Graphs. For instance, an AND transformation applied to the multi-colored graphs of Fig. 5(a) may result in the colored graphs of Fig. 5(b) with all colors of span 1, or in the colored graph of Fig. 5(c) with all colors of span > 1. In view of the preceding sections it is interesting to do an AND transformation which gives an Associated Colored Graph of span 1 if possible or with the minimum number of colors with span > 1.

In an AND transformation, when an edge \( \{u, v\} \) is replaced by a subpath, the color \( c \) which appears on the first edge of the subpath will be said to be attached to \( u \) and the color \( c' \) which appears on the last edge attached to \( v \). If the edge \( \{u, v\} \) is mono-colored with color \( c \), color \( c \) will be considered as attached to both end vertices.

5.2 Decision problem

We now show that deciding whether a multi-colored graph can be transformed into a colored graph of span 1 or not can be done in polynomial time. Then we will extend the algorithm to obtain an algorithm finding whether, for a given \( k \), a multi-colored graph can be transformed into a colored graph with at most \( k \) colors of span > 1. Once a bound \( K \) on the number of colors of span > 1 is found with this algorithm, it will be possible to determine by sequential or binary search the maximum number of colors of span 1 in an associated colored graph of the initial multi-colored graph.

To simplify the presentation, we assume that the graph has neither multiple edges nor loops, but the result can easily be adapted to these cases. The algorithm proceeds in 3 steps that we first describe informally while giving claims showing when a color cannot be of span 1.

Step 1: This step consists in determining for each edge whether its color set contains colors whose repartition in the graph implies that they cannot all be of span 1. We first split the colors into 2 classes: \( U \)
(like Unique), the set of colors $c$ such that $|E(c)| = 1$; and $\bar{U}$, the set of other colors that is the colors $c$ such that $|E(c)| \geq 2$.

The colors of $U$ are trivially of span 1 and can be put in an AND transformation on any edge of the subpath associated with the unique edge on which they appear. However we cannot completely ignore them. As an example suppose a color $c$ appears on three consecutive edges $\{u, v\}, \{v, w\}$ and $\{w, x\}$; if there is no other color on $\{v, w\}$, then $c$ is of span 1, by attaching $c$ to $v$ in the AND transformation of $\{u, v\}$ and to $w$ in the AND transformation of $\{w, x\}$. But if there is another color $c'$ in $U$ on the edge $\{v, w\}$, $c$ will no more be of span 1 in any AND transformation.

If we want a color of $\bar{U}$ appearing on an edge $\{u, v\}$ to be of span 1 after an AND transformation, then this color cannot be put in the middle of the subpath associated with the edge. Indeed it will be disconnected from any other occurrence of the color. So it has necessarily to be attached to $u$ or $v$. As an edge has only two end vertices and at most one color can be attached to one end vertex, we get the following claims:

**Claim 1.** If there is an edge $e$ with $p \geq 3$ colors of $\bar{U}$ on it, then after any AND transformation at least $p - 2$ colors have span $> 1$.

**Claim 2.** If there is an edge $e$ with 2 colors of $\bar{U}$ on it, then there can exist an AND transformation where these two colors are of span 1 only if they can be attached to different end vertices of $e$.

So we could immediately rule out the case where 3 or more colors of $\bar{U}$ appear on the same edge. If we have 2 colors $c$ and $c'$ of $\bar{U}$ appearing on an edge $\{u, v\}$, then they can be of span 1 only if there exists an AND transformation such that $c$ is attached to an end vertex of $\{u, v\}$ and $c'$ to the other. In that case if there are other colors of $U$ on this edge they will be put arbitrarily on the intermediate edges of the associated subpath. If there is only one color $c$ of $\bar{U}$ on an edge $\{u, v\}$, and if there are other colors of $U$ appearing also on $\{u, v\}$, $c$ will have to be attached to one end vertex of $\{u, v\}$ and the other colors of $U$ will have to be put arbitrarily on the remaining edges of the associated path. Otherwise if $c$ is the unique color of $\bar{U}$ appearing on $\{u, v\}$ (edge mono-colored) nothing has to be done. These mono-colored edges will play a special role as we will see in Claims 3 and 6. Finally if we have no color of $\bar{U}$ on the edge $\{u, v\}$, we can put the colors of $U$ on this edge in an arbitrary order on the subpath associated.

**Step 2:** The next step of the algorithm will consist in examining independently each color of $\bar{U}$. At the end of this step, we will have decided for each color either that the color considered cannot be of span 1, or that the color has a given status relatively to each edge on which it appears of one of the 3 kinds:

- $e$ is the unique color appearing on the edge $e$.
- $e$ is forced on the edge $e$ to be attached to one specific end vertex of these edge.
- $e$ is free on the edge $e$ (i.e. it can be attached to any one of the end vertices).

Let $e$ be a given color of $\bar{U}$ and let $G[E(c)]$ be the subgraph generated by the edges $E(c)$ of color $c$. We have the following immediate claim.

**Claim 3.** If $G[E(c)]$ is not connected, then color $c$ cannot be of span 1.

So, in what follows, let us suppose that $G[E(c)]$ is connected. Let $F(c)$ be the set of edges mono-colored with color $c$, and let $G[F(c)]$ be the corresponding graph.

**Claim 4.** If $G[F(c)]$ is not connected, then color $c$ cannot be of span 1.
The proof follows from the complete description of the algorithm given in Algorithm 1. 

**Claim 5.** If \( F(c) \) is empty, color \( c \) can be of span 1 only if it is a star color. In that case let \( u \) be the central vertex of the star, then color \( c \) is forced to be attached to \( u \) on all its edges which are of the form \( \{u, v_j\} \).

**Proof:** If \( c \) is not a star color there exists in \( G[E(c)] \) a path of length 3: \( \{u, v\}, \{v, w\}, \{w, x\} \) (\( x \) can be equal to \( u \)). As \( F(c) \) is empty, to ensure a span 1 after an AND transformation color \( c \) should be attached to \( v \) on \( \{u, v\} \) and \( \{v, w\} \) and to \( w \) on \( \{v, w\} \) and \( \{w, x\} \) a contradiction. 

**Claim 6.** If \( G[F(c)] \) is connected and not empty and color \( c \) is of span 1, then any edge \( e = \{u, v\} \) of \( E(c) \setminus F(c) \) has at least one end vertex in \( G[F(c)] \). Furthermore, if the edge \( e \) has only the vertex \( u \) (resp \( v \)) in common with \( G[F(c)] \), then \( c \) is forced on \( e \) to be attached to \( u \) (resp \( v \)). It if has its two end vertices in \( G[F(c)] \) then \( c \) is free on \( e \).

**Proof:** Suppose an edge \( e = \{u, v\} \) of \( E(c) \setminus F(c) \) containing \( c \) has no end vertices in \( G[F(c)] \). As \( G[E(c)] \) is connected, there is a path joining a vertex \( u_0 \) of \( G[F(c)] \) to \( u \) consisting of edges not in \( F(c) \). Then to be of span 1 \( c \) should be joined in any AND transformation to \( u_0 \) on the first edge of this path, but it will be disconnected from \( c \) on the edge \( e \) and so \( c \) cannot be of span 1. If \( c \) is connected to \( G[F(c)] \) only by the vertex \( u \) to be of span 1, it is forced to be attached to \( u \).

**Theorem 8.** Deciding whether an AND transformation on a multi-colored graph can result in a colored graph of span 1 or not can be done in time \( O\left(\sum_{c \in E} |C(c)|\right) \).

**Proof:** The proof follows from the complete description of the algorithm given in Algorithm 1. 

In STEP 2 of Algorithm 1 we have to test for each color \( c \) if \( G[E(c)] \) and \( G[F(c)] \) are connected; then to test when \( F(c) \) is empty if \( E(c) \) is a star; and finally to determine for each edge in \( E(c) \setminus F(c) \) if its end vertices are in \( G[F(c)] \). All these tests can be done in \( O(|E(c)|) \) operations. Therefore STEP 2 can be done in at most \( O(|E_m|) \), where \( E_m \) is the set of edges of the resulting colored graph and \( |E_m| \leq \sum_{c \in E} |C(c)| \). In STEP 3, we have to consider for each edge the status of the colors appearing on it. That can be done in \( O(|C(e)|) \) operations and so again STEP 3 can be done with \( O(|E_m|) \) operations. 

Note that in fact when Algorithm 1 reaches a STOP, we have more information than only the fact that the graph cannot be transformed in a graph of span 1. Indeed the transformation is not possible for different reasons.

If we stop in STEP 2, then we know that the color \( c \) cannot be of span 1 in any transformation. So let us call \( \text{REJ} \) (like rejected) the set of colors which lead to a STOP in STEP 2. Then \( |\text{REJ}| \) is a lower bound on the number of colors which cannot be of span 1 in any AND transformation.

If we stop in STEP 3, we know that some colors cannot be together of span 1, but we do not know exactly what colors. If we stop because two colors \( c \) and \( c' \) are forced to be attached to the same end vertex of \( e \) we know that at least one cannot be of span 1 and we can decide to sacrifice one of them by
Algorithm 1 From multi-colored to colored graph of span 1.

STEP 1: Split the colors in two classes, $U$ the set of color $c$ such that $|E(c)| = 1$, and $\bar{U}$ the set of other colors that is the colors $c$ such that $|E(c)| \geq 2$.

STEP 2: For each color $c$ in $\bar{U}$. Let $G[E(c)]$ be the subgraph generated by the edges $E(c)$ of color $c$ and $G[F(c)]$ the subgraph consisting of the edges $F(c)$ mono-colored with $c$.

- If $G[E(c)]$ is not connected or $G[F(c)]$ is not connected, STOP; color $c$ cannot be of span 1 in any AND transformation by Claims 3 and 4.

- If $G[E(c)]$ is connected and $F(c)$ is empty.
  
  Case 1: If $c$ is not a star color ($E(c)$ not a star), STOP; color $c$ cannot be of span 1 in any AND transformation by Claim 5.
  
  Case 2: If $c$ is a star color ($E(c)$ is a star with central vertex $u$) then mark the color $c$ as forced to be attached to $u$ on all the edges of this star.

- If $G[E(c)]$ is connected and $G[F(c)] \neq \emptyset$ is connected.

  If there exists an edge $e$ of $E(c) \setminus F(c)$ having none of its end vertices in $G[F(c)]$, STOP; color $c$ cannot be of span 1 in any AND transformation by Claim 6.

  Otherwise, if $e = \{u, v\}$ of $E(c) \setminus F(c)$ intersects $G[F(c)]$ in exactly one end vertex, say $u$, then mark $c$ as forced on the edge $e$ to be attached to $u$. If $e$ of $E(c) \setminus F(c)$ has its two end vertices in $G[F(c)]$, mark color $c$ as free on $e$.

STEP 3: Examine the edges $e$ of the graph in any order. Let $e = \{u, v\}$ be one edge. One of the following cases occur:

1) edge $e$ contains two colors of $\bar{U}$ which are forced to be attached to the same end vertex. By Claim 2, one of these two colors cannot be of span 1. STOP; $G$ cannot be transformed in a colored graph of span 1.

2) edge $e$ contains $p \geq 3$ colors of $\bar{U}$ and by Claim 1 $p - 2$ of these colors cannot be of span 1. STOP; $G$ cannot be transformed in a colored graph of span 1.

END: If we have not reached a STOP with the impossibility to transform the graph in a colored graph of span 1, then we get a colored graph of span 1 by doing an AND transformation of the edges $e$ as follows.

a) edge $e$ contains two colors $c$ and $c'$ of $\bar{U}$ which are forced to be attached to the different end vertices of $e$ (say $c$ to $u$ and $c'$ to $v$), or one at least of the colors say $c$ is free and the other $c'$ is forced to be attached to $v$, or both $c$ and $c'$ are free. Then do an AND transformation, where $c$ is put on the first edge of the subpath replacing $e$ and $c'$ on the last edge of this subpath and map the other colors of $U$ appearing on $e$ arbitrarily on the middle edges of the path.

b) edge $e$ contains one color $c$ of $\bar{U}$. If $c$ is forced to be attached to $u$ (resp $v$) or free then do an AND transformation which puts color $c$ on the first (resp. last) edge of the path replacing $e$ and put the other colors of $U$ if any on the remaining edges of the path.

c) edge $e$ contains no color of $\bar{U}$. Then do an AND transformation putting the other colors of $U$ arbitrarily on the edges of the path.
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putting it in the middle of the subpath replacing the edge or attaching it at the other end-vertex. If the algorithm stops because there are strictly \( p > 2 \) colors of \( \bar{U} \) on \( e \), then we can decide to sacrifice \( p - 2 \) of them.

With these remarks we can slightly modify the algorithm to decide if there are for a fixed integer \( k \) at most \( k \) colors of span \( > 1 \).

Do firstly the preprocessing of STEPs 1 and 2 where \( U \) is the set of colors with \( |E(e)| = 1 \) and by replacing in STEP 2: “STOP; color \( c \) cannot be of span 1 in any AND transformation” with: “Put color \( c \) in a set \( \text{REJ} \) (like rejected)”.

At the end of STEP 2 add the line “If \( \text{REJ} > k \) then STOP; there are more than \( k \) colors of span \( > 1 \)”.

Now in the new STEP 3, we will have 3 kind of colors: \( S \) (like Sacrificed) initialized to \( S = \text{REJ} \) (where \( \text{REJ} \) is the set of rejected colors during STEP 2), \( U' = U \cup S \), and \( \bar{U} = C \setminus U' \). Intuitively colors of \( S \) will not be of span 1 and so can, like those of \( U \), be mapped freely in an AND transformation. Colors of \( U \) are still candidate to be of span 1.

The new STEP 3 will depend on \( S, \bar{U}, \) and \( k' = k - |S| \) and is describe in Algorithm 2 that we call \( \text{ALGO}(S, \bar{U}, k') \) and which returns one of the two answers:

**YES:** there exists an AND transformation which creates at most \( k' \) colors of span \( > 1 \) in \( \bar{U} \) and so at most \( k \) colors of span \( > 1 \) in the Associated Colored Graph, or

**NO:** in any AND transformation there are more than \( k' \) colors of span \( > 1 \) and so any Associated Colored Graph has more than \( k \) colors of span \( > 1 \).

Note that \( \text{ALGO}(0, \bar{U} = C \setminus U, 0) \) corresponds exactly to the STEP 3 of Algorithm 1.

**Theorem 9.** Deciding whether an AND transformation on a multi-colored graph can result in a colored graph with at most \( k \) colors of span \( > 1 \) or not can be done in time \( \mathcal{O}(3^k \sum_{e \in E} |C(e)|) \).

**Proof:** The complexity of the new STEP 3 for a given \( k' \) is in STEP 3-2 at most twice the complexity of the algorithm for \( k' - 1 \). In STEP 3-3 it is at most \( \binom{k'}{p} \) times the complexity of the algorithm for \( k' + 2 - p \) that is either at most \( 3 \) times the complexity for \( k' - 1 \) when \( p = 3 \) or at most \( 3^{p-2} \) the complexity for \( k' + 2 - p \) when \( p > 3 \). Recall that \( 3^{p-2} > \binom{k}{p} \) as soon as \( p > 3 \), so the complexity of the algorithm \( \text{ALGO}(S, \bar{U}, k') \) is at most \( 3k' \) times the complexity of the algorithm for \( k' = 0 \) which is \( \mathcal{O}(|E_m|) \), and we have \( |E_m| \leq \sum_{e \in E} |C(e)| \). The worst case appears when there are exactly 3 colors of \( \bar{U} \) on each edge \( e \).

Finally, if the number of colors of span \( > 1 \) is bounded by some constant \( K \) with \( |\text{REJ}| \leq K \leq |C| \), we can apply the algorithm for \( k = |\text{REJ}|, \ldots, K \) to determine in polynomial time the minimum number of colors of span \( > 1 \) (the first value of \( k \) for which the answer YES is returned).

**5.3 NP-hardness**

The problem of maximizing the number of colors of span 1 in an AND transformation takes its interest from the results of Section 3, it comes down to minimizing the number of colors of span \( > 1 \). We use the analysis of the preceding section to give two different ways to prove that the problem is NP-Hard in general.

If we consider edges of category A (see step 3.1 of Algorithm 2) forced to be attached to the central vertex of a star, we get the following reduction.
Algorithm 2 ALGO\((S, \bar{U}, k')\)

STEP 3-1: split the edges in 3 categories

A: those containing two colors \(c\) and \(c'\) of \(\bar{U}\) which are forced to be attached to the same end vertex and so one color has to be sacrificed;

B: those containing \(p \geq 3\) colors of \(\bar{U}\) and so \(p - 2\) colors have to be sacrificed;

C: the other edges.

STEP 3-2: If A is not empty, choose one edge \(e\) of category A and let \(c\) and \(c'\) be the two colors of \(\bar{U}\) which are forced to be attached to the same end vertex of this edge. Then, branch on two sub-cases. More precisely, apply ALGO\((S \cup \{c\}, \bar{U} \setminus \{c\}, k' - 1)\).

(i) If the answer for this algorithm is YES then return YES.

(ii) If the answer for this algorithm is NO, apply ALGO\((S \cup \{c'\}, \bar{U} \setminus \{c'\}, k' - 1)\). If the answer for this second algorithm is YES, then return YES. Otherwise, return NO.

STEP 3-3: If there is no edge of category A, but some edge \(e\) of category B. Let \(c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_p\) be the \(p\) colors of \(\bar{U}\) present on this edge.

- If \(k' + p - 2 > k\) return NO.

- Otherwise branch on \(\binom{p}{2}\) sub-cases. More precisely, for each pair of color \(\{c_i, c_j\}\), let \(S_{i,j}\) be the set of colors on the edge \(e\) different from \(c_i\) and \(c_j\). Apply successively ALGO\((S \cup S_{i,j}, \bar{U} \setminus S_{i,j}, k' + 2 - p)\). If one of these algorithms return YES, then return YES. If all the \(\binom{p}{2}\) algorithms return NO, return NO.

Proposition 1. The two following problems are equivalent:

- VERTEX COVER: find a minimum vertex cover (of the edges) of a graph \(G\) with \(c\) vertices and \(m\) edges;

- Find the minimum number of colors (among a set \(C\) of colors), with span \(> 1\) in a star with \(m\) edges.

Proof: Associate with each vertex \(i\) of \(G\) a color \(c_i\) and to each edge \(e = \{i, j\}\) of \(G\) an edge \(\{x, v_e\}\) of the star with the two colors \(c_i\) and \(c_j\) (the sacrificed colors will correspond to the vertices of a vertex cover as the colors are all star colors forced in \(x\) and conflicting).

Proposition 2. The two following problems are equivalent:

- SET COVER: given a family of \(m\) triples on \(|C|\) elements find a minimum number of elements covering the triples;

- Find the minimum number of colors with span \(> 1\) in the graph consisting of a star plus for each edge \(e = \{x, v\}\) of the star we add 3 paths of length 2 between \(x\) and \(v\).
Proof: Associate with each vertex $i$ a color $c_i$ and to each triple $T = \{i, j, k\}$ associate the edge of the star $\{x, v_T\}$ with the 3 colors $c_i, c_j, c_k$ plus 3 paths between $x$ and $v_T$ uniquely colored each with color $c_i$, resp. $c_j$, resp. $c_k$.

The set cover corresponds to the edges to be sacrificed (the 3 colors are free by construction, the edge having its two end vertices in $F(c)$).

Last we can use an approximability preserving reduction from Maximum Set Packing (MSP) (a formal proof can be found in Voge (2006)) to establish inapproximability result.

Theorem 10 (Voge (2006)). The problem of maximizing the number of colors of span 1 (or minimizing the number of colors of span $> 1$) in an AND transformation is NP-Hard and is not approximable within a factor $|C|^{1/2 - \epsilon}$, $\forall \epsilon > 0$ unless $P=NP$.

6 Experimentations

This section is dedicated to an experimental assessment of the algorithms and principles presented above. Our results are reported in Table 1 and discussed in Section 6.3.

For conducting these experiments, we have exploited a large set of instances presented in the literature and detailed in Section 6.1. One subset is based on real-world instances, U.S., European and Indian networks, while the other subset is a randomly generated benchmark which highlights the influence of the different parameters (size of the network, number of colors, number of colors of span more than 1) on the complexity of the problems.

We assess the performances of the algorithms by a comparison with the performances of Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulations. It is important to stress that our implementations, described in Section 6.2 are not thoroughly optimized and use the SageMath open-source mathematical system by The Sage Developers (2015) for the sake of efficient development and interactions with ILP solvers (we use IBM ILOG Cplex version 12.6). Nevertheless, the results highlight the exponential dependency to the number of colors of span more than 1 while the actual size of the networks is of lesser impact.

6.1 Instances

The benchmark instances used for testing our algorithms are based on instances proposed by Guo and Li (2007), Shen et al. (2005), Kiese et al. (2009), Zhang et al. (2007). Their characteristics are reported in Table 1.

All the SRLGs used by Guo and Li (2007) on the U.S. network and ARPANET topologies are stars, and each edge is assigned a single SRLG. Furthermore, both instances have span 1.

The US-NET and Italia topologies used by Shen et al. (2005) have both 11 SRLGs; among them 2 (resp. 3) have span $> 1$, and 2 (resp. 3) are not stars. Since some edges were not assigned a SRLG, we added 21 (resp. 17) SRLGs, each impacting a single edge.

Kiese et al. (2009) propose two topologies, namely U.S. network and India. Nodes correspond to major cities, and links were chosen using information about national highways and major railway lines. Then SRLGs were specified using seismic (hazard) maps. Also, some links belong to several SRLGs (up to 9 for U.S. network), each involving at least two edges, thus leading to many SRLGs of span $> 1$ after an AND transformation. Since some links were not assigned SRLGs, we also added 13 (resp. 1) SRLGs to the U.S. network (resp. India) topology.
Zhang et al. (2007) have generated a large set of benchmark random instances (topology and SRLGs): the topologies are random directed graphs; each arc is assigned a single SRLG; in these instances, denoted $T_i - i$, each SRLG corresponds to an adjacent subset of arcs (i.e. of span 1 if the directions of arcs are not considered). Since our algorithms are designed for undirected graphs, we have projected these instances on their underlying undirected graphs, each edge $\{u, v\}$ being assigned the union of the SRLGs of both arcs $uv$ and $vu$. The resulting instances are reported as $T'_i - i$ in Table 1.

For some of these instances, we noted that some SRLGs involve the same sets of edges. Since our algorithms can easily be adapted to weighted SRLGs, we decided to remove duplicated SRLGs. Also, we first set the weight of each SRLG to one, and then, if $E(c) = E(c')$, we remove SRLG $c'$ and increase the weight of $c$ by one. The number of removed SRLGs is indicated in column $|C|$ of Table 1 with a `-i`.

Most of these instances, real-world or randomly generated, are multi-colored graphs. For applying our algorithms, we need to transform them into associated colored graphs. Also, we have used the exact algorithm presented in Section 5 to perform the AND transformation of all aforesaid multi-colored instances. The resulting associated colored graphs are those minimizing the number of colors of span $> 1$.

6.2 Implementation

We have implemented the algorithms presented in this paper using SageMath [The Sage Developers (2015)]. The source code, as well as the instances used to evaluate our algorithms, can be found at [http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/David.Coudert/code/srlg.shtml](http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/David.Coudert/code/srlg.shtml).

For the implementation of 2-CDP we have used the algorithm of Suurballe and Tarjan (1984). This implementation is used only on networks for which the AND transformation results in a graph of span 1. When no two SRLG disjoint paths exists between $s$ and $t$, we compute the pair of paths minimizing the number of common SRLGs (see e.g. Yuan et al. (2005)).

As explained before, we use weights to model duplicated SRLGs. We also use weights in the algorithms explained in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2: given the set $C_{>1}$ of colors of span $> 1$, we assign weight 0 to all colors in the subset $C_{>1}$, and weight $+\infty$ to all colors in the subset $C_{>1} \setminus C_{>1}$ (this is equivalent as removing edges from the graph).

For determining the MC-st-Cut when some colors have span $> 1$, we use a minimum weight vertex st-cut that returns sets of vertices of minimum weight whose removal disconnects $s$ from $t$. We solve it in polynomial time using a standard integer linear programming formulation.

For the implementation of the algorithms presented in Theorems 1, 2, and 7, we use a simple branch-and-bound formulation to iterate over the subsets of non star colors or of colors of span $> 1$. We thus avoid visiting branches that could not lead to better solutions than current bound. This allows for significant reductions of the search space and running time.

6.3 Discussion

The results reported in Table 1 confirm several theoretical facts established in the first part of this article and validate our approach. Indeed, a first look at the results shows that whenever the Associated Colored Graph is of span 1 (all colors have span 1), our algorithms for MC-st-Path and 2-CDP are very efficient, despite the non-optimized code, always beating the ILP formulations. However, for MC-st-Cut the ILP formulation is always the fastest. Moreover, except for the India network which has a large number of colors of span $> 1$ compared to the network size, we are able to solve MC-st-Path much faster than using the ILP formulation. Observe that the reported running times are the minimum between the algorithm for
graphs with few colors of span > 1 presented in Theorem 1 and the algorithm for graphs with few non star colors presented in Theorem 2. In general, the algorithm for graphs with few colors of span > 1 is the fastest since the considered instances have more non star colors than colors with span > 1. The algorithm for graphs with few non star colors remains competitive with respect to the ILP formulation as long as the number of non star colors is less than 15.

When the number of colors of span > 1 increases, the competitiveness of the algorithm presented in Theorem 2 for the MC-st-Cut problem drops. The comparison between the instances $T_1^\prime - 9$, 10 and 11 highlights the strong impact of the number of colors of span > 1 for our algorithm. While the size of the initial networks, the number of initial SRLGs, and the size of the auxiliary graphs are quite similar, the running time of the algorithm explodes when the number of color of span > 1 is 7 (instance $T_1^\prime - 10$) and 4 (instance $T_1^\prime - 11$) compared to the instance $T_1^\prime - 9$ with only 1 such color.

Conversely, comparing the running time of the algorithms among instances with span 1 (after transfor-

| Name                | $|V|$ | $|E|$ | $|C|$ | star colors | AND transf. | Aux. graph | Running time (in sec.) |
|---------------------|-----|-----|-----|------------|-------------|-----------|------------------------|
|                     |     |     |     |            | (in sec.)   |           | MC-st-Path 2-CDP MC-st-Cut |
|                     |     |     |     |            | $|V_{st}|$ | $|E_{st}|$ | P ILP P ILP P ILP |
| U.S. network †     | 15  | 27  | 19  | 0          | 0.01        | 19         | 49 | 0.01 0.71 0.17 1.56 0.84 0.73 |
| ARPA.NET †         | 20  | 32  | 18  | 0          | 0.01        | 18         | 38 | 0.01 1.54 0.27 3.54 1.22 1.54 |
| Italia ‡           | 21  | 36  | 28  | 3          | 0.05        | 31         | 70 | 0.09 2.03 – 4.86 7.67 1.95 |
| US-NET ‡           | 24  | 43  | 32  | 2          | 0.05        | 34         | 81 | 0.08 3.03 – 7.64 9.96 2.94 |
| U.S. network ○     | 26  | 42  | 40-8| 2          | 0.40        | 45         | 81 | 0.17 4.56 – 78.82 7.26 3.54 |
| India ○            | 28  | 40  | 32  | 11         | 0.88        | 56         | 72 | 36.06 6.66 – 41.03 2.85 4.12 |

| $T_1^\prime - 1$   | ×   | 19  | 56  | 31-2       | 5          | 0.01      | 30         | 139 | 0.03 2.24 – 5.31 7.67 2.13 |
| $T_1^\prime - 2$   | ×   | 19  | 58  | 29         | 4          | 0.06      | 30         | 147 | 0.03 2.34 – 6.32 7.43 2.22 |
| $T_1^\prime - 3$   | ×   | 24  | 82  | 43-1       | 7          | 0.05      | 42         | 235 | 0.01 2.28 0.50 5.54 2.69 2.03 |
| $T_1^\prime - 4$   | ×   | 24  | 82  | 43-1       | 7          | 0.06      | 42         | 235 | 0.01 5.51 1.57 14.86 9.06 4.95 |
| $T_1^\prime - 5$   | ×   | 24  | 80  | 41-1       | 8          | 0.12      | 41         | 225 | 0.07 5.42 – 14.35 146.91 4.90 |
| $T_1^\prime - 6$   | ×   | 24  | 82  | 40-2       | 9          | 0.10      | 39         | 224 | 0.07 5.56 – 15.21 19.40 4.97 |
| $T_1^\prime - 7$   | ×   | 24  | 82  | 38         | 8          | 0.06      | 38         | 212 | 0.01 5.52 1.45 14.78 8.13 4.88 |
| $T_1^\prime - 8$   | ×   | 31  | 91  | 47         | 9          | 0.14      | 48         | 248 | 0.12 10.32 – 26.87 36.76 9.43 |
| $T_1^\prime - 9$   | ×   | 50  | 196 | 85         | 16         | 0.53      | 86         | 620 | 0.57 73.38 – 268.77 270.09 52.15 |
| $T_1^\prime - 10$  | ×   | 50  | 186 | 85-1       | 19         | 1.10      | 93         | 612 | 1.46 76.60 – 326.93 1767.34 47.48 |
| $T_1^\prime - 11$  | ×   | 50  | 191 | 85         | 19         | 0.88      | 89         | 621 | 0.98 82.03 – 355.31 527.80 49.07 |
| $T_1^\prime - 12$  | ×   | 60  | 198 | 90-1       | 18         | 0.24      | 89         | 568 | 0.11 112.53 23.68 479.51 140.69 77.35 |
| $T_1^\prime - 13$  | ×   | 65  | 197 | 100        | 18         | 0.42      | 100        | 586 | 0.14 120.61 28.40 425.49 170.40 92.20 |
| $T_1^\prime - 14$  | ×   | 65  | 197 | 100        | 18         | 0.35      | 100        | 588 | 0.14 121.47 28.59 429.50 169.02 91.64 |
| $T_1^\prime - 15$  | ×   | 100 | 335 | 150-1      | 28         | 1.39      | 150        | 1041 | 3.83 669.57 – 3721.78 1649.21 348.51 |

Tab. 1: Characteristics of benchmark instances and run time of experiments. Running times are sums over all pairs of vertices. We indicate with a † instances from Guo and Li (2007), with a ‡ those from Shen et al. (2005), with a ○ those from Kiese et al. (2009), and with a × those from Zhang et al. (2007).
mation) shows a polynomial dependency to the size of the instances, and more precisely to the size of the auxiliary graphs. For example, instances $T'_{1} - 5$ and $T'_{1} - 6$ have similar size of auxiliary graphs and running times, and $T'_{1} - 8$ which has a larger auxiliary graph has also larger running time.

On the other hand, one can see that the strong dependency of the running time with the number of color of span $> 1$ does not apply to the ILP formulations. The same comparison as above (instances $T'_{1} - 9, 10$ and 11) is, in contrast, very relevant, but the same phenomenon appears all over the results.

Another experimental remark is that the 2-CDP is the most difficult problem to solve. It is a known fact that for colored graph, the link between the $st$-Cut and the ability to find “independent” paths is broken, as shown by Coudert et al. (2007). This result illustrates again that fault tolerant network design is a major issue in these settings.

Last, observe that the running time of the exact algorithm presented in Section 5 to perform the AND transformation of all instances is quite small. As expected, it increases with the final number of colors of span $> 1$, and also with the size of the input graph.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we have pointed out the importance of the topological structure of the SRLGs to solve the MC-$st$-Path and MC-$st$-Cut problems. In particular, we have designed algorithms whose time complexity depend on either the number of SRLGs of span $> 1$ or the number of non-stars SRLGs. Therefore, when all the SRLGs have span 1 or are stars, we get polynomial time algorithms.

Besides, we have assessed our approach through experiments on benchmark instances from the literature, both built randomly or on the basis of real-world topologies. Our experimental results show the exponential dependency on these two parameters on the computational time. They also highlight again the difficulty of finding color disjoint paths, which is a major issue for survivable network design. Indeed, the 2-CDP problem is NP-Complete as soon as one SRLG has span $> 1$ (Theorem 3) or when all SRLGs are stars (Bermond et al. (2015)).
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